
Contingency, Exercise

and Deployment (CED) orders

BLOCK III



Objective

Silver Flag

 Comprehend and perform tasks associated with the generation 

of Contingency, Exercise, and Deployment (CED) and North 

Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) orders



Overview

 Administrative Orders

 General Information

 Responsibilities of the Orders Issuing or Approving Official

 North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) Orders

 Amendments

 Preparing the DCAPES-Generated CED Orders

 Preparing DD Form 1610 CED Orders

Silver Flag



Administrative Orders

 Establishes procedures

 Provides the following items:

1) Guidance for preparation

2) Issuance

3) Numbering

4) Funding

5) Authentication

6) Distribution 

7) Maintenance of CED orders

 All orders must adhere to Joint Federal Travel Regulation 

(JFTR)



General Information

 CED orders are used for:

1) Contingency movement

2) Exercise

3) Deployment

 When can CED orders be cut? What if DCAPES is down?

 Rules that govern the creation and management of orders

1) Official administrative orders are considered “Authenticated”

2) Effective date is the date the orders go into effect

3) Orders issuing or approving official designated in writing

4) Orders must cite the approval authority

5) All CED orders will be series “TE”

6) Identify personnel by name, grade, and SSN



General Information

 Cont. Rules that govern the creation and management of orders

7) When two or more people are on one set of orders there will be 

two sets issued

Why 2 sets? Who gets what set?

8) Must show 8 digit PAS code

9) OSI will always show 72 for grade

10) Do not issue verbal orders unless time or error prevent written 

orders being issued

11) You may reproduce any order or portion of it, as a true copy

12) Reproduction of CED orders is the responsibility of the orders-

issuing official



Responsibilities of the Orders Issuing 

or Approval Official

 Declares use of government procured transportation

 Approves and answers for special authorizations

 If you can’t justify it don’t issue it

 What do we use to justify the special authorization?

 Examples:

 Off base lodging

 Rental car

 Partial rate per diem



North Atlantic Treaty Organization 

(NATO)

 Was designed at the end of WWII to be the Watch dog in the 

Western block countries of Europe

 Protects the member and host country

 Does not provide monetary benefits

 When DCAPES is not available use AF Form 1631

 NATO order can be generated out of AROWS



Amendments

 Are used to make an adjustment to a set of orders after they 

have been published

 Examples:

1) Extension of tour

2) Change of originally scheduled departure date

3) Addition of specific remarks or legends

 Difference between revoke and rescind

1) Revoke- any time the orders need to be cancelled but no movement 

has occurred or no money has been spent

2) Rescind- any time movement has occurred or money has been 

spent

 What if DCAPES is down?



Preparing DCAPES Generated

CED/NATO Orders

 DCAPES is authorized source of CED generation

 Deployer must be in TSC “C”

 Can only assign orders to a member not currently assigned 

orders

HSRT
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Preparing DD Form 1610 CED Orders



Summary

 Administrative Orders

 General Information

 Responsibilities of the Orders Issuing or Approving Official

 North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) Orders

 Amendments

 Preparing the DCAPES-Generated CED Orders

 Preparing DD Form 1610 CED Orders


